
What are the key opportunities you see for the OIX in 2021? 
 

• To be a critical friend and a leading voice with UK Government in their continued 
development of a Trust Framework for digital identity in the UK. Now that the 
dynamic with government has changed OIX has an opportunity to be more forthright 
in its views.  

• To make the case for the wider implementation of attribute services, authoritative 
sources of trust, and associated standards to enable interoperability on a national 
and international basis 

• To identify key use cases for digital identity and trusted attribute data that deliver on 
real issues such as social inclusion rather than simply digitising services that are not 
compelling for users  

 
How will you demonstrate your commitment to the work of OIX in terms of resources, 
focus and leadership? 
 

• ID Crowd members have been involved in OIX since 2013 having been involved in the 
initial creation of OIX UK through the Cabinet Office and GDS 

• Over the years we have been regular contributors to OIX deliverables and working 
groups and intend to continue in that vein leading the discussion and pushing for 
change 

 
What would you like to see accomplished, and how do you plan to make these things 
happen? 
 

• Champion the assurance and certification of key identity ecosystem elements in 
support of wider interoperability and a multiplicity of identity schemes.  

• To extend OIXs reach beyond the UK and to become a global voice in the 
development digital identity  

 
 
What resources will you and your organisation bring to help OIX attain its goals? 
 

• The ID Crowd team is constantly at the forefront of digital identity development on a 
global scale. We have been instrumental in population scale identity systems, have 
driven the development of international standards and law regarding digital identity, 
and have experience in both the public and private sectors.  

 
What current or past experiences, skills, or interests will inform your contributions and 
views? 
 

• An intimate knowledge of UK Government with regard to identity including GDS, 
NHS, and DWP where we have played pivotal roles.  

• Developing a framework for trusted Business Attribute Data provision in BEIS 
• Contributing to the development of the OIX Trust Framework guidance 
• Contributing to key standards such as NIST 800.63 and GPG45 

 


